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Gay Folk Music Duo Lives On With
Re-issue of Vintage 1989 Concert T-shirts

The Digital Gryphon LLC is pleased to announce the re-issue of Official Romanovsky & Phillips 
concert t-shirts. Pioneers of the gay & lesbian comedy movement and the gay folk music scene, 
R&P began their career at San Francisco's Valencia Rose Cafe in 1982 as the musical break for 
Gay Comedy Open Mike Night. They toured across the nation as well as abroad and released a 
number of albums which are available again at their Official Web-site.

First issued in 1989 and sold at concerts in community centers, auditoriums and church halls 
across North America, these vintage-style shirts are now available on-line. Four designs are 
offered; based on two original t-shirts and rediscovered artwork. The text ("1 out of 10 therapists  
recommend Romanovsky & Phillips to their patients who listen to music") and teal, purple and 
orange colors on white fabric reflected the spirit of hope and fun that R&P brought to their 
concerts 20 years ago.

Asked about the origin of the design, Ron Romanovsky said  "The slogan on the T-shirt was 
supposed to be a joke, but it was also true!  Over the years, several fans told us that they had been 
turned on to our music by their therapists, who had recommended listening to our out-and-proud 
music when they were coming out, kind of like Prozac for the soul!" 

Through "print on demand" technology these same designs now come alive on a huge selection of 
colors and styles; from basic white tees to hooded sweatshirts. All Official R&P Retro Concert 
tees are made to order by your choice of three of the largest POD sites; CafePress.com, 
PrintFection.com and Zazzle.com. In addition, Official R&P Retro Concert tees are available from 
Skreened; a boutique POD provider in Ohio that uses only apparel made by verified non-
sweatshop producers.

The Digital Gryphon LLC operates Official Romanovsky & Phillips shops under license, as well 
as additional on-line shops offering a wide variety of designs and subjects.
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R&P Retro T-shirts Available at:
  www.skreened.com/r_and_p
   www.cafepress.com/r_and_p
  www.zazzle.com/r_and_p
 www.printfection.com/r_and_p
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